Elastic strain relaxation in discontinuous wetting layers and its impact on lateral ordering of heteroepitaxial dots
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We discuss morphological changes of strained SiGe/Si(001) dots grown from an indium solution. In the course of a particular depletion scenario initial, lenslike dots transform into truncated pyramids of fourfold symmetry inside circular rims of rising height and steep inner edge. Further dot nucleation performs close to the rim indicating elastically relaxed lattice sites. The observations made are supported by numerical finite element calculations on the strain energy distribution.
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Condensed matter at zero dimensionality has promoted an overwhelming research effort comprising a zoo of fabrication techniques and analytical tools. In many cases self-formation of semiconductor dots can provide a suitable alternative to expensive and time-consuming template based approaches. Within the Stranski-Krastanow process a heteroepitaxial layer initially wets the surface and the strain energy increases with thickness. Beyond a critical value planar wetting becomes, however, instable in favor of three-dimensional growth as the energy gain due to elastic relief overcompensates additional free surface. Since molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) approaches a more kinetically restricted regime, dot nucleation from a metallic solution during liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), cooling rates of less than 0.2 K/min provided, enables growth studies extremely close to thermodynamic equilibrium. Shape transformation and assembling phenomena of heteroepitaxial dots are frequently discussed within these limits, whereas SiGe on silicon has widely served as a model system. One of the most obvious, however, hardly recognized differences manifest in the dot orientation. Lateral assembling, mediated by prior surface undulations, inherently happens before the final dot shape evolves. The nucleation of dots with increased lattice misfit, Fig. 1(a), provides elastic relief at the expense of additional free surface. It is noteworthy that the developing pattern tends to step bunching whereas the step density subsequently increases on the slopes. Eventually the wetting layer shrinks between initial stages resulting in lenslike SiGe dots with an average height of 410 nm along a base diameter of 1.7 μm, Fig. 1(b). The inset displays an intermediate quadruplet with preferential ⟨100⟩ orientation. Lateral assembling, mediated by prior surface undulations, inherently happens before the final dot shape evolves. The nucleation of dots with increased lattice mismatch, on the other hand, performs on a much faster time scale than the evolution of lateral ordering.

During the following growth sequence the temperature was lowered to 928.5 °C. Circular dots split into a central truncated pyramid (d1) with {111} side facets and an asymmetrically shaped rim (w) enclosing uncovered silicon substrate (sub), Fig. 1(c). This process is obviously supported by further strain relaxation at the free-standing side facets. Typical widths and heights of walls surrounding individual dots are 270 nm and about 45 nm, respectively. Even more extended rings, inset of Fig. 1(c), have been observed, e.g., around quadruplets of fully developed dots. LPE relies on a finite material reservoir, so that the liquid solution becomes undersaturated in the course of dot nucleation. Strain induced material transport from the wetting layer as well as from the natural oxide layer and a homogenization of the solution for 3 h, the frame is placed on top of the Si(001) substrate. Then a constant gradient of 0.16 K/min is applied during an overall temperature ramp from 930 to 920 °C, which initiates the heteroepitaxial growth. However, to get an ex situ access to initial and intermediate growth stages the frame (containing the liquid solution) was moved forward by approximately 3 nm after 6, 9, and 12 min. Thus adjacent sample positions provide stages according to temperature ramps ΔT of 1, 1.5, 2, and 10 K which enables a detailed reconstruction of the growth scenario later on. Therefore we have applied a field emission scanning electron microscope (Philips XL30) operated at primary electron energies of 2 and 12 kV for top view and side view images, respectively.

Incipient heteroepitaxial stages have been revealed by stripping the solution after an applied ramp from 930 to 929 °C. Tiny surface undulations, Fig. 1(a), provide elastic relief at the expense of additional free surface. It is noteworthy that the developing pattern tends to step bunching whereas the step density subsequently increases on the slopes. Eventually the wetting layer shrinks between initial stages resulting in lenslike SiGe dots with an average height of 410 nm along a base diameter of 1.7 μm, Fig. 1(b). The inset displays an intermediate quadruplet with preferential ⟨100⟩ orientation. Lateral assembling, mediated by prior surface undulations, inherently happens before the final dot shape evolves. The nucleation of dots with increased lattice mismatch, on the other hand, performs on a much faster time scale than the evolution of lateral ordering.

During the following growth sequence the temperature was lowered to 928.5 °C. Circular dots split into a central truncated pyramid (d1) with {111} side facets and an asymmetrically shaped rim (w) enclosing uncovered silicon substrate (sub), Fig. 1(c). This process is obviously supported by further strain relaxation at the free-standing side facets. Typical widths and heights of walls surrounding individual dots are 270 nm and about 45 nm, respectively. Even more extended rings, inset of Fig. 1(c), have been observed, e.g., around quadruplets of fully developed dots. LPE relies on a finite material reservoir, so that the liquid solution becomes undersaturated in the course of dot nucleation. Strain induced material transport from the wetting layer as well as from the natural oxide layer and a homogenization of the solution for 3 h, the frame is placed on top of the Si(001) substrate. Then a constant gradient of 0.16 K/min is applied during an overall temperature ramp from 930 to 920 °C, which initiates the heteroepitaxial growth. However, to get an ex situ access to initial and intermediate growth stages the frame (containing the liquid solution) was moved forward by approximately 3 nm after 6, 9, and 12 min. Thus adjacent sample positions provide stages according to temperature ramps ΔT of 1, 1.5, 2, and 10 K which enables a detailed reconstruction of the growth scenario later on. Therefore we have applied a field emission scanning electron microscope (Philips XL30) operated at primary electron energies of 2 and 12 kV for top view and side view images, respectively.
dots back into the liquid solution becomes very likely since the nucleation performs close to equilibrium. Figure 1(d) illustrates the observed depletion (dep) which transfers round-shaped dots into fourfold pyramids surrounded by asymmetrically shaped rims. Moreover, the fourfold symmetry of the depletion inside the rim indicates a strain mediated shape transformation. Trench formation near MBE grown SiGe dots\(^{24}\) is also strain mediated. However, the material moves from the substrate into the dot.

Due to the subsequently performed cooling to 928 °C the solution becomes oversaturated which causes further nucleation. Small dots (d2) in Fig. 2(b) indicate favorable nucleation sites along (100) near the rim. However, their distribution eventually becomes quite uniform, Fig. 2(a). Obviously the discontinuity at the rim provides elastic relief due to the lack of lateral mechanical confinement.

Nucleation at the rim and the observed occupation sequence can be explained by numerical finite element calculations on the strain energy density \((E/V)_{strain}\), which is given by 

\[ 2c_{44}(c_{11}+2c_{12})c_{11}((e_{xx}+e_{yy})^2+e_{zz}^2)+1/2(e_{xx}^2+e_{yy}^2+e_{zz}^2), \]

where \(c_{ij}\) and \(e_{ij}\) are the elastic constants within a cubic system and calculated strain components, respectively. Note that only a quarter of the actual models in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) is considered due to quasiperiodic boundary conditions applied to the outer edges. Both calculations consider a germanium content of 10% within the wetting layer and the dot, which refers to a lattice mismatch of 0.42%. A truncated pyramid with \{111\} side and a single (001) top facet placed on a planar wetting layer of 30 nm, Fig. 3(a), results in a strain energy density, Fig. 3(c), which basically expresses Young’s modulus.\(^{17,24}\) Figure 3(b) shows, on the other hand, a more lifelike model similar to the experimentally observed in Fig. 1(c). It considers a depleted area surrounded by an asymmetrically shaped wall. A nonuniform wetting layer tremendously alters the elastic behavior. Figure 3(d) indicates an elastically relaxed wall due to the discontinuity, however, diverse energy minima develop. Related areas inside the depleted region, denoted \(M_{\{110\}}\) and \(M_{\{110\}}\), approach the silicon lattice, hence they are not suitable candidates for an ongoing nucleation. However, another type of minima appears within the rim itself, \(M_{\{100\}}\), which indicates initial decoration along the \{100\} direction.

The nucleation scenario around a single dot, comprising wetting layer depletion and subsequent dot decoration at the rim, applies for dot dimers and longer formations as well. Figure 4(a) displays chains of dots still joining the rim around an initial dimer. The main orientation of the rim along the mechanically softer \{100\} directions refers to the dimer axis, which itself results from the orientation of the prior surface undulations as shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus as soon as the fourfold symmetry of a separated single dot (d1), Fig. 2, is reduced to a twofold symmetry of a linear dimer (d1-d1), Fig. 4(a), succeeding dots (d2) are subject to linear self-assembling into chains along the \{100\} direction. After an overall growth time of 60 min, corresponding to a temperature gradient of 10 K the dot size and the average distance between them increase and eventually leads to dots (d3) which are distinctly apart from the wetting layer, Fig. 4(b).

Both types, initial (d1) and succeeding dots (d2) have been formed due to elastic strain relaxation. However, diverse morphologies suppose different growth conditions. An undersaturated indium solution, caused by the extensive incorporation of silicon within the initial \(Si_{0.9}Ge_{0.1}\) dots and the strain-induced partial depletion of the wetting layer, implies different thermodynamic conditions for both. This will affect...
FIG. 3. (Color online) The strain energy distribution around a single Si$_{0.9}$Ge$_{0.1}$/Si(001) dot on a continuous and planar wetting layer (a) results in the well-known (Ref. 24) distribution (c) where the lattice relaxes more sufficient along the elastically softer (100) direction. However, a wetting layer which is partially depleted and confined by an asymmetrically shaped wall (b), as experimentally observed in Fig. 1(c), yields an absolute energy minimum $M_{[100]}$ along (100). The other indicated minima $M_{[110]}$ and $M_{[1\bar{1}0]}$ figure in the depleted area.

The incorporation of germanium and hence the dot size. Energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) microanalysis yields a measure of the averaged dot composition and vice versa probes the local growth conditions. The applied EDX parameters ensure an effective suppression of the underlying silicon substrate due to a negligible penetration depth. Electrons with a comparably low primary energy of 5 keV illuminate the sample under a very glancing angle of 5° and hence restrict the probed volume mainly to the dots themselves. Nevertheless the EDX values account for a lower limit of the germanium content in the dot. Figure 5 shows three spectra taken out of depleted areas of the silicon substrate (sub), out of a single parental dot (d1) and from a single dot at the rim (d3). Evaluating the intensity ratios of the Si-K and Ge-L edges results in germanium contents of $c_{\text{sub}} < 1\%$, $c_{d1} = 8.3\%$, and $c_{d3} = 19.6\%$, respectively. Since $c_{d1}$ corresponds well with the aspired content of 10%, the smaller dots incorporate more than twice the relative amount. Strain-induced resolving of wetting layer material obviously enables further dot growth, however, the operating point in the phase diagram has been shifted towards higher germanium contents.

In conclusion, we have discussed strain-mediated morphological changes during heteroepitaxial growth of SiGe/Si(001) dots. Further on the impact of a nonuniform, discontinuous wetting layer on the lateral assembling of heteroepitaxial dots has been studied. The experimental results

FIG. 4. A partially straight wall (a) around dimers (d1-d1) yields linearly self-assembled dots (d2). Further growth results in detached dots (d3) along the inner rim path (b) whereas the dot size increases with respect to those which are still connected to the wetting layer. The inset (b) proves a vertical extent beyond the average wetting layer plateau.

FIG. 5. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy yields approximately Si$_{0.917}$Ge$_{0.083}$ within the initial dots (d1), a considerably higher germanium content of approximately 19.6% within the subsequently formed, separated dots (d3) and nearly pure silicon (>99%) at depleted areas. Curves are vertically shifted for better view.
from low misfit liquid phase epitaxy are supported by numerical finite element calculations on the strain energy density. Initial elastic strain relief induces surface undulations, which transform into lenslike SiGe dots. The subsequent transition into faceted dots of fourfold symmetry is accompanied by a partial wetting layer depletion forming asymmetrically shaped, circular rims of rising height and a steep inner edge. In general, areas close to the rim provide an elastically relaxed lattice due to the lack of lateral mechanical confinement, which is confirmed by further dot decoration and finite element calculations. Our calculations imply different relaxation behaviors on uniform and discontinuous wetting layers.
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